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This thesis deals with ultrafast dynamics of electronic processes in rare gas 
atoms. The processes we investigate take place during a millionth of a billionth 
of a second: a so-called femtosecond (0.000 000 000 000 001 s). We are able 
to take snapshots of these processes thanks to the possibility of creating light 
bursts of attosecond duration (a thousandth of a femtosecond). The ability 
of following charge movements in real time would give unparalleled insight 
into, and control of, chemical and biological processes such as photosynthe-
sis, which involves migration of electronic charges. However, before this can 
be realized, the available tools need to be tested and developed on much 
simpler systems. This thesis then explores the time evolution of some ultrafast 
processes in rare gas atoms using the technique referred to as RABITT, while 
developing new analytical methods and courses of action for this versatile 
technique.
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Light pulses of sub-100 as (1 as=10-18 s) duration, with photon 
energies in the extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) spectral domain, 
represent the shortest event in time ever made and controlled 
by human beings. Their first experimental observation in 2001 
has opened the door to investigating the fundamental dynamics 
of the quantum world on the natural time scale for electrons 
in atoms, molecules and solids and marks the beginning of the 
scientific field now called attosecond science.

HOW CAN ATTOSECOND  
PULSE TRAIN INTERFEROMETRY
interrogate electron dynamics?

Attosecond light pulses cannot 
be obtained from a conven-
tional laser, but result from a 

nonlinear interaction, when intense 
femtosecond laser pulses are focused 
into a dilute gas. It was observed in the 
late eighties that this interaction leads 
to the emission of a comb of odd-or-
der harmonics of the driving laser 
[1,2]. Unexpected from the concepts 
of perturbative nonlinear optics, only 
the first few orders decrease exponen-
tially in power, while higher orders 
form a plateau of almost equal power, 
until a sharp drop, called the cut-off, 

is reached. Depending on the genera-
tion conditions, the cut-off can exceed 
100 eV of photon energy, covering se-
veral tens of harmonics, and the effect 
was thus named high-order harmonic 
generation (HHG). It was soon realized 
that the comb of harmonics could cor-
respond to a train of very short pulses, 
i.e. attosecond pulses, if the harmonics 
were phase-locked [3]. This view was 
inspired by a semi-classical model of 
the single-atom response in a strong 
driving laser field [4], which was short-
ly after also supported by a fully quan-
tum mechanical treatment [5,6]. 
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The semi-classical understanding 
of HHG, generally referred to as the 
three-step model, is illustrated in 
Figure 1. First, the atomic binding 
potential is so strongly distorted 
near the crests of the driving laser 
field that the least bound electron 
may tunnel-ionize to the continuum. 
Second, driven by the strong laser 
field, the electron is taken away from 
the parent-ion, picking up kinetic en-
ergy. Finally, when the driving field 
changes sign, the electron may return 
to its parent-ion and recombine, 
whereas its excess energy is emitted 
as an XUV photon. The kinetic ener-
gy of the returning electron depends 
on its trajectory, i.e. the path it takes 
from the time it was born in the 
continuum to its return to the pa-
rent-ion. Not all possible trajectories 
return to the parent-ion and contri-
bute to HHG. The three-step process 
repeats itself for every half cycle of 
the driving field, resulting in an atto-
second pulse train (APT). While the 
spectrum of each individual attose-
cond pulse in the train is continuous, 
the corresponding spectrum of the 
train results from the spectral inter-
ference of all pulses in the train and 
is composed of odd-order harmo-
nics. This can be understood in ana-
logy to the frequency comb structure 

Figure 1. Illustration of the semi-classical three-step model for high-order 
harmonic generation.
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of the output of an ultrafast oscil-
lator, where the interference of the 
output pulses results in comb lines 
spaced by 1/f, where f is the repetition 
rate of the oscillator. Single attose-
cond pulses (SAPs) can be obtained 
by spatially separating the pulses in 
the train [7,8] or by manipulating the 
driving pulse in a way that the inte-
raction is driven by only one half-cy-
cle of the field [9]. The conversion 
efficiency for HHG, i.e. the ratio of 
the energy of the attosecond pulse 
train or single attosecond pulse to 
the energy of the driving laser pulse, 
is about 10-5 at best (usually lower 
for single attosecond pulses and for 
photon energies larger than 50 eV), 
determined both by the single-atom 
response and by phase-matching in 
the generation gas. Still, modern 
attosecond pulse sources can have 
average powers in the range of μW 
to mW [10]. 

After the first observation of 
HHG, it took almost fifteen more 
years until the duration of attose-
cond pulses in a train as well as that 
of a single attosecond pulse were 
finally experimentally measured in 
2001 [11,12]. The measurement ap-
proaches, i.e. RABBIT (Reconstruction 
of Attosecond Bursts by Interference 
of Two-photon Transitions) for APTs 
and the Attosecond Streak Camera 
for SAPs, are based on performing 
cross-correlations of the APT or SAP 
with a longer low-frequency pulse, 
usually a copy of the driving pulse 
for HHG, while the photoelectron 
spectrum originating from a detec-
tion gas as a result of the two fields 
is recorded. The spectral amplitude 
and phase of the APT or SAP are en-
coded in the photoelectron spectrum 
and the pulses can be retrieved with 
different computer algorithms.

The RABBIT technique 
for characterizing 
attosecond pulse trains
In this article, we will focus on the 
RABBIT technique and how it can 
be used to learn about fundamental 
electron dynamics on the attosecond 

time scale. For that, we will first dis-
cuss the RABBIT scheme in more 
detail. The principle is illustrated 
in Figure 2. APTs synchronized with 
a weak copy of the driving pulse, in 
the following referred to as probe 
pulse, are sent into a photoelectron 
spectrometer, where photoelectrons 
are generated from a detection gas 
(usually noble gases), while the time 
delay between the APTs and the probe 
field is scanned with interferometric 
precision. Employing photoelectron 
spectroscopy for measuring attose-
cond pulses is somewhat obvious, 
taking into account that the photon 
energy generally overcomes the io-
nization potential of neutral gases. 
The underlying idea of RABBIT is to 
measure the phase difference between 
consecutive harmonics, which is the 
information needed to reconstruct 
the average attosecond pulse in the 
train. In optics, a phase difference is 
often assessed by interference. The 
different harmonics of the frequency 
comb representing an APT do howe-
ver not result in a steady and obser-
vable interference, because they are 
separated in photon energy, so that 
the generated photoelectrons are also 
well separated in kinetic energy. The 
probe pulse however couples conse-
cutive harmonics by introducing side-
bands to the photoelectron spectrum, 
which are located between the harmo-
nics. The sidebands are due to two-co-
lour two-photon ionization; either a 
harmonic and a probe photon are ab-
sorbed simultaneously or a photon 
from the next harmonic is absorbed 
and a probe photon is emitted, resul-
ting in two possible quantum paths 
from two consecutive harmonics to 
the same sideband, thus leading to 
interference. The sidebands oscillate 
with the time delay τ between the APT 
and the probe field as 

S2q = α + βcos[2ωτ - Δϕ2q - Δθ2q], (1)

where α and β describe the ampli-
tude and contrast of the oscillations, 
respectively and Δϕ2q = ϕ2q+1 - ϕ2q-1 is 
the phase difference between the 
consecutive harmonics of the orders  
2q +1 and 2q −1, where q is an integer. 
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Figure 2. 
Illustration of 
the RABBIT 
technique. 
Panel (a) shows 
how two-colour 
(APT + probe) 
ionization 
leads to the 
formation 
of sidebands 
between the 
harmonics 
(blue) in the 
photoelectron 
spectrum 
plotted in (b). 
Panel (c) shows 
a RABBIT 
trace, i.e. 
photoelectron 
spectrum vs. 
delay  between 
the APTs and 
probe pulses. 
The white line 
indicates the 
measured phase 
differences 
between 
harmonics, 
encoded in 
the sideband 
phases, which 
allow for 
reconstruction 
of the average 
pulse in the 
APT, as shown 
in (d).

The last term, Δϕ2q, often referred 
to as atomic phase, is an intrinsic 
contribution from the detection 
gas due to two-colour ionization. 
If the phase differences between all 
consecutive harmonics are known, 
the average attosecond pulse in the 
train can be obtained by coherent-
ly adding the harmonics with their 
respective phase offsets. It should be 
noted that this is only accurate if the 
atomic contribution, i.e. Δϕ2q, is small 
compared to the phase differences 
between the harmonics. Among 
many achievements, the RABBIT 
technique has shown that the intrin-
sic chirp of attosecond pulses, which 

often is positive, can be compensa-
ted by transmission through thin 
metallic foils that provide anoma-
lous dispersion in the XUV spectral 
range [13].

Investigating electronic 
dynamics on the 
attosecond time scale
While the early days of attosecond 
science were mostly dedicated to the 
characterization of the spectral and 
temporal properties of attosecond 
pulses, the focus has later shifted 
towards actually applying those 
pulses for studying dynamics on a 

time scale that was not accessible 
before. One of the most prominent 
questions in this respect is “how 
long does ionization take?”, i.e. “how 
long does it take for a photoelectron 
to actually leave the atom after inte-
racting with an attosecond pulse?” 
The contrary question, i.e. “how 
long would it take the parent-atom 
or molecule to know that it has 
been ionized and become an ion?” 
is equally intriguing. However, since 
the most prominent experimental 
tools of the field, i.e. streaking and 
RABBIT, inherently employ photoe-
lectron spectroscopy, the leaving of 
a photoelectron is more straight-
forward to study. It should however 
be noted that the ionization time is 
a delicate quantity to define. After 
ionization, the photoelectron moves 
in the Coulombic potential of the 
ion, which changes with the inverse 
of the distance to the ion and for-
mally reaches infinitely far; any de-
finition of when the photoelectron 
has left the proximity of the ion 
would be somewhat arbitrary. What 
helps here, is a more fundamental 
quantum mechanical view on ioni-
zation, where we consider photoe-
lectron wave packets of Coulombic 
waves instead of a classical par-
ticle-like understanding of photoe-
lectrons. An electron wave packet is 
a quantum mechanical construc-
tion, describing the electron’s pro-
bability amplitude to be found in 
a certain position at a certain time. 
After ionization the photoelectron 
wave packet moves in the potential 
landscape of the ion. Similarly to an 
ultrashort laser pulse propagating 
in a dispersive medium, where the 
speed is a function of wavelength, 
the electron wave packet will pick 
up a group delay, which is defined 
as the derivative of its phase in res-
pect to energy. While the Coulomb 
potential formally reaches infinitely 
far, the group delay of an electron 
wave packet propagating through 
it is finite. The acquired group de-
lay can be interpreted as ionization 
time. This view was first introduced 
by Wigner for scattering events [14].  
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Determining the absolute ioni-
zation time however is complicated. 
Experiments have therefore mostly 
focused on measuring the relative 
time delay between photoelectron 
wave packets from different initial 
states, which is an easier question to 
answer than the absolute time delay. 
Prominent early examples of such 
experiments are the measurement 
of a relative time delay of about 100 
as between the ionization from va-
lence- and conduction band states in 
tungsten [15] as well as the relative 
time delay of 21±5 as that was mea-
sured for ionization from the 2p sub-
shell in neon as compared to the 2s 
sub-shell [16]. The latter work, further 
stimulated by the intriguing fact that 
the magnitude of the observed time 
delay could not be reproduced theo-
retically, has triggered a vast number 
of experimental and theoretical efforts 
to understand the origin of ionization 
time delays, and assessing such time 
delays became an important direction 
in attosecond science throughout the 
last few years.

While the pioneering experiments 
mentioned above were performed 
with the streaking technique, the 
first attosecond ionization time de-
lays investigated with RABBIT were 
measured in the n = 3 shell in argon 

[17,18]. The energy range around 
40 eV that was investigated is par-
ticularly interesting because due to 
strong electron correlation effects, 
i.e. interactions between the different 
electrons of the atom, this energy 
region is difficult to treat theoreti-
cally. Thus, the measured difference 
in time delay can serve as qualitative 
indicator for the suitability of theo-
retical models. To illustrate how the 
RABBIT technique can be used to 
assess time delays, we shall rewrite 
equation 1 as

S2q = α + βcos[2ω(τ - τ2q - τθ)], (2)

where we express the phase differences 
as finite difference approximations of 

group delays, i.e. τ2q = 
�ϕ
—
��

|
�=2qω

≈ Δϕ2q—
2ω

and τθ ≈ Δθ2q —
2ω

, where ω is the carrier 

frequency of the laser pulses. In this 
view, the sideband oscillations descri-
bed by equations 1 and 2, respectively 
can be interpreted differently. As io-
nization happens, the electron wave 
packet inherits the group delay of the 
harmonics, which explains one contri-
bution to the phase of the RABBIT 
sidebands, i.e. the one corresponding  
to τ2q. The other contribution,τθ, re-
fers to a delay that the electron wave 
packet acquires in the potential 

landscape of the ion in the presence 
of the probe field, where the contri-
bution from the probe can often 
be determined theoretically [20]. 
While the contribution from τ θ in 
the past was considered small, it has 
now moved into the focus for mea-
suring photoionization time delays. 
However, determining absolute de-
lays remains difficult since the ab-
solute phase of a RABBIT sideband 
depends on the delay  between the 
APT and the probe pulse, which 
usually is not known accurately 
enough. Thus, relative time delay 
measurements are performed. For 
example in the case of the photoioni-
zation in the n = 3 shell in argon, two
RABBIT traces are recorded simul-
taneously for photoelectrons ori-
ginating from the 3p and from the 
3s sub-shells. As the photoelectrons 
are generated from identical attose-
cond pulses, any relative shift of the 
sidebands in the two RABBIT traces 
must originate from different group 
delays that the respective electron 
wave packets experience as a result 
of two-colour ionization. Figure 3 
shows measured relative time delays 
in comparison to different theore-
tical models. The different theories 
differ significantly around 40 eV and 
none of them shows perfect agree-
ment with the measured delays. 

It is fascinating to note that the 
relative time delays extracted from 
RABBIT traces are usually much 
smaller than the pulse duration of 
the attosecond pulses used in the 
measurement. The minimum obser-
vable delay is limited to how accura-
tely the phase of the sidebands can 
be determined. This depends on the 
signal-to-noise ratio and the stability 
of the interferometer controlling the 
delay between the APTs and probe 
pulses rather than on the duration 
of the attosecond pulses. It is a very 
common feature of interferometric 
measurements, where often the phase 
of interferometric fringes can be de-
termined with much greater accuracy 
than the wavelength of the light. One 
prominent example for this are gravi-
tational wave detectors.

Figure 3. Measured 
relative ionization 
time delay between 
the 3s and 3p sub-
shells in argon in 
comparison with 
different calculation 
methods. The figure 
is adapted from 
[18] with additional 
calculations 
from [19].
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A proof-of-principle experiment 
performed in xenon showed that the 
RABBIT technique could be applied 
for more complicated ionization pro-
cesses than those discussed so far [21]. 
In one-photon double-ionization, a 
single absorbed XUV photon leads 
to the ejection of two photoelectrons 
which share the excess energy conti-
nuously. The two electrons must thus 
interact with each other resulting in a 
time delay. Incorporating the ion into 
the picture, this is the prototype of 
the quantum mechanical three-body 
problem and therefore extremely in-
teresting to study. However, recording 
a RABBIT trace in this case is much 
more challenging because the pairs 
of correlated photoelectrons must be 
measured in coincidence. This means, 
to be sure that two detected electrons 
originate from the same ionization 
event, one has to work at a rate of less 
than one event per laser shot, which 
makes recording RABBIT traces very 
time consuming and puts large de-
mands on the laser’s long-term stabi-
lity. Comparing to single ionization 
from the 5p-shell, which is recorded 
simultaneously, the relative ioniza-
tion time delay for the double-ioniza-
tion process could be extracted [21]. 
Here, single ionization was used as a 
reference clock, because the absolute 
phase of RABBIT sidebands, as dis-
cussed earlier, is usually unknown.

Further developments
Since the first RABBIT measure-
ments, femtosecond laser tech-
nology has evolved rapidly. One 
interesting aspect of that deve-
lopment is spectral tunability. 
Employing tunability of the carrier 
wavelength of the driving pulses for 
HHG, the high-order harmonics are 
no longer fixed at specific photon 
energies. If one harmonic is tuned 
through a resonance, the phase of 
that resonance will be carried into 
the sidebands above and below 
that harmonic. The respective next 
sidebands will however be unaffec-
ted and can serve as reference to 
extract the phase associated with 
the resonance. This technique 
was applied to study the phase in 
two-colour two-photon ionization 
of helium [22] and more recently 
to measure the phase evolution of a 
Fano resonance in argon [23]. Fano 
resonances are a very general phe-
nomenon in physics, characterized 
by an asymmetric line shape that 
originates from the interference 
between a resonant process and a 
background [24]; in atomic systems, 
between direct photoionization to 
the continuum and excitation to a 
quasi-bound state above the ioni-
zation potential, which will rapidly 
decay (within femtoseconds) to the 

Figure 4. Phase variation 
of sideband 16 plotted 
against the photon energy 
of harmonic 17, which 
is scanned through the 
Fano resonance. The 
black circles are the 
measurement and the red 
line shows calculations. 
The figure is adapted 
from [23].
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continuum, i.e. auto-ionize. In the 
experiment, a Fano resonance in ar-
gon is spectrally scanned with har-
monic 17 of a 800 nm driving pulse. 
The phase of the resonance is im-
printed on the adjacent sidebands 
and can be extracted using a side-
band unaffected by the resonance 
as reference. The experimentally 
obtained phase is shown in Figure 4. 
This gives a characterization of the 
electron wave packet in amplitude 
and phase, which e.g. in the case of 
helium with a single continuum 
channel can be used to analyse it in 
the time-frequency domain [25,26] 
similarly to what is done in ultrafast 
optics for ultra-short optical pulses, 
and provides intriguing comple-
mentary information to the spectral 
domain investigations extensively 
performed in the past.

Conclusion
To conclude our article, we would 
like to focus on a very recent re-
sult. Enabled by more reliable and 
long-term stable lasers as well as 
more efficient and high-resolution 
photoelectron spectrometers, the 
signal-to-noise ratio in RABBIT 
measurements can be increased to 
a level that spectral information can 
now often be obtained by directly 
analysing the sideband phase en-
ergy-resolved instead of averaging 
it over the whole width of the side-
band [26]. This approach has helped 
to resolve the long-standing mystery 
of the 2s/2p relative ionization de-
lay in neon [27]. One condition for 
a RABBIT measurement to work 
properly is that the sidebands are 
not overlapping spectrally with 

any other states, which would lead 
to a wrong phase retrieval of the 
sideband. In the RABBIT traces re-
corded for photoelectrons from the 
2s and 2p sub-shells in neon in [27], 
the 2s sidebands were overlapping 
with peaks due to 2p ionization with 
shake up of another 2p state to the 
3p state, i.e. an ionization event 
where due to electron-electron in-
teractions the ion is left in an exited 
state. However, the correct phase 
of the sideband could be obtained 
by only using the spectral interval 
where the sideband was free from 
overlap. Using this technique, rela-
tive ionization time delays between 
the 2s and 2p sub-shells in neon 
were obtained, now in excellent 
agreement with theory [27]. The 
energy-resolved sideband analysis 
is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Illustration of the spectrally resolved RABBIT sideband analysis applied in [27]. The left graph shows simulated 
photoelectron spectra, obtained for attosecond pulse trains generated with 800 nm driving pulses, from the 2p sub-shell in neon (red 
line, ionization potential 21.6 eV), from the 2s sub-shell (yellow line, ionization potential 48 eV) and from ionization with shake-up 
(blue line, ionization potential 55.8 eV). The photoelectrons due to shake-up ionization lie between the ones from the 2s sub-shell 
and would thus overlap with 2s sidebands in a RABBIT measurement. The right side of the figure shows the photoelectron kinetic 
energy region around harmonic 57 and sideband 56 of the 2s sub-shell. The lower plot shows the measured photoelectron spectrum 
for APTs only (blue line) and APTs+probe (red line), clearly visualizing the spectral overlap of sideband 56 with photoelectrons coming 
from ionization with shake up by absorption of harmonic 61. The upper plot shows the oscillation amplitude (red line) and extracted 
phase (black line), obtained from Fourier analysis. Only the low energy part of sideband 56 (which is free from overlap) can be used to 
retrieve the sideband phase.     
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The probably most exciting as-
pect of the techniques discussed in 
this article is the ability to measure 
amplitude and phase of electron 
wave packets and by that have full 
access to the temporal dynamics on 
the attosecond time scale. Modern 
laser technology in combination 
with high-resolution photoelectron 
spectrometers provide high tempo-
ral and energy resolution, opening 
the door to measurements on more 
complicated systems like molecules 
or nano-structures. Furthermore, 
laser technology currently pushes 
the development of HHG attose-
cond sources with higher photon 
energy in the range of hundreds 
of electron-volts. After almost two 
decades of studying mostly valence 
shell dynamics, attosecond science 
is now well prepared to also put its 
focus on the rich dynamics of the 
inner atomic shells. 
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